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I. INTRODUCTION AND BACKGROUND
Graphene, a monolayer of carbon atoms fabricated in Manchester University at 2004, 1 is a hot topic for research in physics today. In graphene, carbon atoms are arranged into a two dimensional (2D) honeycomb lattice structures. Intrinsic graphene is a gapless semiconductor and its dispersion relation is linear for low energy near the six corners of the two dimensional hexagonal Brillouin zones, leading to zero effective mass for electrons and holes. 2 Electrons and holes in graphene move with a velocity of 10 6 m/s which is only a small fraction of the speed of light. While the mesoscopic Hamiltonian of the carbon atoms in graphene is non-relativistic, the electronic properties of graphene are described by a relativistic equation (the Dirac equation). [3] [4] [5] Dirac fermions in graphene show many unusual properties such as high electric field mobility, 1 long spin fillip length, 6 half integer quantum Hall effect, 7 minimal conductivity, 8 and Klein tunneling. [9] [10] [11] All of the above-mentioned properties make graphene an ideal material for future electronic devices. Graphene is not a superconductor naturally, but many studies have shown that superconductivity can be induced in graphene by proximity effect. [12] [13] [14] So, there is the unique possibility to bridge the gap between relativity and superconductivity in a real material. Andreev reflection (AR) is a fundamental process in understanding quantum transport in a normal metal/superconductor (NS) junction. 15 Based on Andreev theory, an incident electron with the energy smaller than superconducting energy gap cannot enter into the superconductor. In the conventional AR an electron in the normal metal is retro reflected at the interface of NS as a hole by transferring a cooper pair into the superconductor. On the other hand, in the graphene-based NS junction specular Andreev reflection takes place when the excitation energy of the quasiparticles is greater than the Fermi energy in the normal region of graphene. 16 In normal/insulator/superconductor (NIS) junctions by increasing the barrier strength AR and therefore, charge conductance decreases while in the graphene-based NIS junction as the barrier strength v G increases, the charge conductance shows oscillatory behavior with a period of p. [17] [18] [19] For the large Fermi energy mismatches between normal graphene (NG) and superconductor graphene (SG) in graphene-based NIS junction, charge conductance does not show oscillatory behavior; this is because of the large Fermi energy mismatch which acts as a barrier and suppresses AR and charge conductance. 19, 20 In nature, graphene is not ferromagnetic, but Haugen 21 showed that by depositing EuO on the top of graphene sheet, ferromagnetism can be induced in graphene. Recently, transport properties in a graphene-based ferromagnetic-superconductor (FS) junction have been studied. [22] [23] [24] [25] These studies show that when the exchange energy E exc is larger than the Fermi energy E F , the charge conductance increases. This result is completely different from the conventional FS junction. 26, 27 In the graphene-based ferromagnetic/insulator/ a)
Author to whom correspondence should be addressed. superconductor (FIS) junction in the thin barrier limit, the tunneling charge conductance oscillates as a function of barrier strength (v G ) with a period of p, and E exc in ferromagnetic region can affect on both the amplitude and phase of oscillation. 28 In this junction for sufficiently small Fermi energies and the large Fermi energy mismatch between ferromagnetic and superconductor regions, normal and Andreev reflection coefficients are independent of v G , therefore the charge conductance becomes independent of v G . 28 The graphene considered in all of the above discussions has been placed on a SiO 2 substrate, called gapless graphene. Recently, many theoretical and experimental studies have shown that an energy gap 2mv 2 F can be induced in the energy spectrum of carriers in graphene grown on SiC substrate. [29] [30] [31] [32] [33] This energy gap causes the Dirac particles in graphene become massive and therefore this graphene is called gapped graphene. Opening up the energy gap in the energy spectrum of the carriers of graphene is necessary for the improved performance of graphene-based electronics devices.
The present paper includes two parts. At the first part, by using Blonder-Thinkham-Klapwijk (BTK) formalism, the effect of spin-dependent specular Andreev reflection on the charge conductance, spin conductance, and transmission of quasiparticles through graphene-based FIS has been studied. At the second part, by using the BTK formalism, the effect of the spin-dependent specular Andreev reflection on parallel, and antiparallel charge conductances, and magnetoresistance (MR) of graphene-based ferromagnetic/ferromagnetic barrier/superconductor (FF B S) junction has been studied. In both kinds of junction, only superconducting region is deposited on graphene grown on SiC substrate and ferromagnetic, insulator, and ferromagnetic barrier regions are deposited on graphene which has been placed on a SiO 2 substrate. Indeed, we are interested to study the influence of opening the energy gap in the superconductor region (effect of SiC substrate and massive fermions instead of masless fermions) on the transport properties of graphene-based FIS and FF B S junctions. While, the motion of quasiparticles in ferromagnetic, insulator, and ferromagnetic barrier graphene regions is governed by massless Dirac Bogoliubov de-Gennes equation, the motion of quasiparticles in the gapped superconductor graphene region is governed by massive Dirac Bogoliubov deGennes equation.
II. FIS JUNCTION A. Mathematical method
In this section, we consider a graphene-based FIS junction in xy-plane with a gapless ferromagnetic region in x Àd, a gapless insulator region in Àd < x < 0 and a gapped superconductor region in x ! 0 as shown in Fig. 1(a) . The insulator region is modeled by an external potential V G .
The interaction between SiC substrate and graphene in the superconducting region induces energy gap of electrons 2mv 2 F in the graphene ( Fig. 1(b) ). To model this junction we adopted the spin-polarized Dirac-Bogoliubov-de Gennes (DBdG) equation which relates spin-r electron and spin-r hole. These equations are as follows:
where
HðxÞ ¼ E exc HðÀx À dÞ;
r x and r y are Pauli matrices in the pseudospin space of the sublattices and H is Heaviside step function. The Fermi energy in superconductor region E FS ¼ E F þ U is very large as compared with all other energy scales because this region should be highly doped. The gate potential U can be used to tune the Fermi energy mismatch between the ferromagnetic and the superconducting regions. The potential UðxÞ which is plotted in Fig. 1(b) is the relative shift of the Fermi energies in the ferromagnetic, insulating, and superconducting regions of graphene. The H 0 , HðxÞ and DðxÞ are Dirac Hamiltonian, exchange energy, and order parameter in the ferromagnetic and superconductor regions, respectively. It is remarkable that we consider a mean field approximation for the superconducting part of Hamiltonian. This condition is valid when the superconducting coherence length, n/1=D 0 , is too greater than the Fermi wavelength, k 0 F /1=E FS . We assumed that the energy gap induced in the SG region is very larger than E and D. Therefore our calculations should be done under this condition: E FS ; mv 2 F ) D 0 ; E. By solving Eq. (1) in each region, the wave functions can analytically and exactly be obtained. For an electron with an energy E, incident on the junctions from the ferromagnetic (FG) region, the spin-dependent wave function w F;r ðxÞ in the ferromagnetic region can be described by w F;r ðxÞ ¼ 
The h r is incident angle of the electron and h 
The h 
The h S is the angle of incidence quasiparticles in the SG region. j, the localization length which is pure imaginary for jEj > D 0 and the quasiparticles can propagate in the superconductor. Because of translational invariance in the y-direction, the momentum parallel to the y-axis is conserved and the relationship among the incident angles in each region is obtained through the following component conservation relation of the amplitude of spin-dependent Andreev reflection,
The amplitude of spin-dependent Andreev reflection r Ar and normal reflection r r can be calculated by using the wave functions continuity at the boundaries,
We introduce a dimensionless parameter, v G ¼ Fig. 2(a) ). We observe that the charge conductance exhibits a linear behavior for the Fermi energy in eV À E exc < E F < eV þ E exc range and transition from specular to retro Andreev reflection occurs at the different Fermi energy for spin up and spin down charge conductances. For the spin up charge conductance transition occurs at E F ¼ eV þ E exc and for the spin down occurs at E F ¼ eV À E exc . The linear behavior in this range of the Fermi energy is due to the tunneling process of some carriers into the superconducting energy gap of SG. 31 In Fig. 2(b) , the charge conductance for large energy gap mv Fig. 2 we see that for the small energy gap (mv 2 F ¼ 10D 0 ) spin up charge conductance at E F ¼ E þ E exc is larger than spin down charge conductance at E F ¼ E À E exc , but for large energy gap (mv 2 F ¼ 90D 0 ) story is reversed.
In Fig. 3 , we have plotted the tunneling charge and spin conductance for graphene-based FIS junction as a function of bias voltage ðeVÞ for different sizes of energy gap in the SG. It is obtained that opening the energy gap in the SG, decreases both the charge and spin conductance. Because of exchange energy in the ferromagnetic region, in graphene-based gapless FIS junction, the transition from specular to retro Andreev reflection occurs at eV ¼ jE F À E exc j or eV ¼ E F þ E exc . 28 At these points which are called Dirac points, the conduction band and valence band are touching each other. By increasing the energy gap, charge conductance plots at Dirac points, decrease. As the energy gap approaches to E FS , charge conductance shows a peak at eV ¼ D 0 and linear behavior approximately disappears. As another result, we observe from Fig. 3(b) that for energy E D 0 , there is no spin current. This finding is interesting because for subgap energy, the charge current is flowing, but there is no spin current. This means that we can use this junction as a spin filter device in the spintronics. In Ref. 34 , it has been shown that graphene-based gapless FS junction with retro AR (E F ) D 0 ) shows spin filtering characteristic. In this paper we show that for specular AR (E F ( D 0 ), graphene-based ferromagnetic/insulator/superconductor junction shows spin filtering characteristic and opening energy gap does not have any effect on beginning point of spin conductance. Also, in Fig. 3(b) one can see that by approaching the energy gap to E FS (mv and E F shows oscillatory behavior by period of p and there is no oscillation at eV ¼ D 0 (Fig. 4(a) ). It is known that Klein tunneling has two remarkable characteristics: First, the transmission is not always suppressed by a barrier and second, for normal incidence, the barrier is perfectly transparent. 10, 11, 28 Now, we want to consider the effect of opening energy gap on the zero-bias charge conductance as function of v G (Fig. 5) . By opening energy gap despite the large Fermi energy mismatch between ferromagnetic and superconductor regions, the charge conductance shows oscillatory behavior. This behavior is completely different from the graphene-based FIS junction, because for graphenebased FIS junction with large Fermi energy mismatch and small Fermi energy, the charge conductance is not dependent on v G . 28 We believe that, the oscillatory behavior is due to the first characteristic of Klein tunneling in a superconducting junction. By increasing the size of the energy gap in the SG region, the amplitude of oscillations decreases, but it does not have any effect on phase and period of oscillations. For mv 2 F < E FS , the amplitude of the charge conductance versus v G strongly decreases and it finally disappears. For mv 2 F ! E FS the electron and hole in SG are in damping states, therefore the current vanishes. 31 At this stage, we are interested in studying the effect of opening energy gap in the SG region on the second characteristic of Klein tunneling. So, in Fig. 6 the spin-dependent transmission coefficient (T r ) as a function of incident angle in a graphene-based NIS and FIS junctions for spin up and down states with different energy gaps is plotted. In Fig. 6(a) which is plotted for NIS junction, we see that T r for all of incident angles depends on the magnitude (amount) of the energy gap and by increasing the energy gap, the T r decreases. For the normal incidence, junction is not totally transparent in the presence of the energy gap. In Figs. 6(b) and 6(c), it is clear that the T r in the gapped FIS junction depends on the spin of incident electron and for both spin up and down junctions, the T r decreases by opening up the energy gap. In Fig. 6(d) , we see that the spin of particles does not affect on the T r in the normal incident. As an interesting result, the energy gap has a strong effect on the transport of Dirac-type quasiparticles for all incident angles and the second characteristic of Klein tunneling is not satisfied for the normal incidence. Suppression of the second characteristic of Klein tunneling in this junction is due to the massive Dirac quasiparticles in the SG region. This is one of the most important results of the present paper.
On the other hand, at specified value of the energy gap in the SG region by increasing exchange field, for E exc < E F the amplitude of the zero-bias charge conductance versus v G decreases (Fig. 7) . The exchange splitting energy E exc of the ferromagnetic induces an extra momentum change 2E exc =v F of the reflected hole, which reduces the amplitude of AR and at E exc ¼ E F in the FIS junction the charge conductance vanishes for a half-metal ferromagnetic. For E exc > E F , the amplitude of oscillation increases and this increasing continues up to the E exc ¼ 2E F . As we see in Fig. 7 , for E exc > E F period of oscillations becomes half of the case of E exc < E F . In Fig. 8 , the zero-bias charge conductance versus bias voltage for different Fermi energies in the FG region at certain value of the energy gap is plotted. We obtained that, by increasing the Fermi energy, a transition between specular-Andreev reflection for (E F < D 0 ) to retro-Andreev reflection (E F > D 0 ) occurs. It is found that opening energy gap does not have any effect on the transition of the zero-bias charge conductance from specular to retro Andreev reflection. 
III. FF B S JUNCTION A. Mathematical method
In this section, we consider the effect of opening energy gap in the SG region on parallel and antiparallel charge conductance and MR in a graphene-based spin dependent barrier junction (FF B S). To model this junction, we adopted the spin-polarized DBdG equation (13) . The geometry of this junction is similar to Fig. 1 , but only a ferromagnetic barrier (F B ) replaced with insulator barrier (I).
By solving Eq. (13) in each region, the wave functions can be obtained. The wave functions in the ferromagnetic and superconducting regions are similar to the solutions of Eqs. (3) and (4) and in the ferromagnetic barrier region, the wave function w F B ;r is given by
The exchange energy in the ferromagnetic barrier region is E 0 exc and other parameters are
Using the continuity of wave function at the boundaries, the amplitude of spin-dependent Andreev reflection r Ar and normal reflection r r in graphene-based FF B S junction can be calculated as
In our calculations for simplicity, we consider jV G þ g r E 0 exc j ) E þ E F and limit d ! 0. In this limit h F B þðÀÞ ! 0 and
where, v exc ¼ 
Parallel charge conductance G P Q and antiparallel charge conductance G AP Q and MR in this junction can be written as (Figs. 9(b) and 9(c) ). In Fig. 9(c) , the Dirac points in the MR diagrams can be seen. Hence by observing these pionts in the MR plots, the exchange energy and Fermi energy of graphene can be measured. By increasing the energy gap in the SG region, the charge conductance at Dirac points changes and the MR decreases. This is because of decreasing of G Interestingly, by increasing of the size of the energy gap, the amplitude of oscillations increases; while the energy gap approaches to E FS , the MR reaches its maximium value (more than À150%). This is another important result presented in this paper which shows that this junction can be a suitable candidate for application in graphene-based spintronics devices. Indeed, we understand that increasing the MR by energy gap is due to increasing of the difference between G By opening the energy gap, the MR shows oscillatory behaviour (Fig. 11(c) ), but the amplitude of these oscillations is lower than Fig. 10(c) . This is because the orientaion of magnetization in the both ferromagnetic regions in this junction does not have any effect on the charge conductances versus v exc (Figs. 11(a) and 11(b) ).
IV. CONCLUSION
In summary, by depositing a superconductor on graphene grown on SiC substrate, the effect of opening the energy gap in the SG region on the transport properties of the graphene-based FIS junction and graphene-based FF B S junction has been studied. By using massless and massive DBdG equation in the different regions of FIS and FF B S junctions and BTK formalism, the spin-dependent tunneling conductance and the magnetoresistance have been studied. For the graphene-based FIS junction in thin barrier limit, by opening the energy gap in the SG region, the charge conductance shows oscillatory behavior as a function of barrier strength (v G ), despite the large Fermi energy mismatch between ferromagnetic and superconductor regions. This behavior is completely different from the gapless graphenebased FIS junction. Our findings show that for the normal incidence, the junction is not totally transparent by opening the energy gap. We conclude that the second characteristic of Klein tunneling is not satisfied due to the massive Dirac fermions carrying the current in the SG region. For the graphene-based FF B S junction, opening the energy gap causes a phase shift as large as p 2 to appear between the peaks of charge conductance for parallel and antiparallel configuration versus v G . Interestingly, by increasing the energy gap in this junction the MR increases and by approaching the energy gap to the Fermi energy in the superconductor it reaches its maximum value (more than À150%). This characteristic shows that this junction can be a suitable candidate for usage in the graphene-based spintronics devices. Since the orientaion of the magnetization in both ferromagnetic regions in this junction does not have any effect on the charge conductances versus v exc , the amplitude of MR oscillations is very low. 
